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The Social Security reform plan proposed by
Reps. Bill Archer (R-Tex.) and Clay Shaw (R-Fla.),
chairmen, respectively, of the House Ways and
Means Committee and its Subcommittee on
Social Security, is a compromise between a
Clinton administration plan to let the govern-
ment invest workers’ payroll taxes in the market
and congressional proposals to let individuals
invest their payroll taxes in personal market-
based accounts. Government investment has
been criticized for the possibility of political
influence on investment decisions, while per-
sonal accounts face attack for making individu-
als shoulder the burden of market risk. The
Archer-Shaw plan is an attempt to satisfy critics
of both approaches.
The Archer-Shaw plan would let individuals
make investment decisions, thereby reducing
the likelihood of political influence, but the gov-
ernment would be required to protect workers
against any losses. The plan’s proposal to priva-
tize profit and socialize risk resembles the incen-
tive structure that led to the 1980s savings and
loan crisis, which cost taxpayers hundreds of bil-
lions of dollars. That incentive structure creates
what economists call “moral hazard” and could
again lead to large taxpayer liabilities if allowed
to take root in the Social Security system.
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Introduction 
In the 1980s the American savings and loan
industry faced a crisis. In response, Congress
passed legislation designed to enable S&Ls to
earn higher profits. But to protect the
American people, Congress shielded cus-
tomers from losses. The result: reckless invest-
ment and hundreds of billions of dollars in
past and future taxpayer liabilities.1 Now
Congress is considering a plan that could
usher in similar risks for Social Security. 
The Social Security reform plan proposed
by Reps. Bill Archer (R-Tex.) and Clay Shaw
(R-Fla.), chairman, respectively, of the House
Ways and Means Committee and its
Subcommittee on Social Security, is a com-
promise between two competing approaches
to reform.2 The Clinton administration has
proposed government-directed investment of
workers’ payroll taxes in the stock market,
while most congressional plans would let
workers invest their own payroll taxes in per-
sonal retirement accounts. Government
investment has been criticized for the possi-
bility of political influence on investment
decisions, and personal accounts face attack
for making individuals shoulder the burden
of market risk. The Archer-Shaw plan is an
attempt to satisfy critics of both approaches.
That plan would let individuals make invest-
ment decisions, thereby reducing the likeli-
hood of political influence, and it would pro-
tect workers against any losses. But the plan’s
proposal to privatize profit and socialize risk
resembles the incentive structure that led to
the S&L crisis of the 1980s, which cost tax-
payers hundreds of billions of dollars. This
incentive structure creates what economists
call “moral hazard” and could again lead to
large taxpayer liabilities if allowed to take
root in the Social Security system.
The Archer-Shaw proposal, like the legis-
lation passed to resuscitate the failing S&L
industry, introduces moral hazard: insur-
ance against risk causes risk taking to
increase. In both cases, the federal govern-
ment—and thereby American taxpayers—
bears the associated costs. 
The Archer-Shaw proposal provokes debate
among both supporters and opponents of
Social Security privatization. This paper focuses
on only one aspect of the Archer-Shaw plan: its
creation of moral hazard.
A Primer on Moral Hazard
Economists use the term “moral hazard”
to denote “the presence of incentives for indi-
viduals to act in ways that incur costs that
they do not have to bear.”3 In practice, that
means that when an individual is insured
against the costs of a given event, that event
becomes more likely to occur. For moral haz-
ard to exist, two criteria must be satisfied: 
• first, the individual must have at least
partial control over whether the insured-
against event takes place; and 
• second, in the absence of insurance, the
costs associated with that event would
cause the individual to take steps to pre-
vent it. 
For instance, an automobile driver has at least
some control over whether he will get into an
accident. The risk of accidents generally caus-
es a driver to take precautions, such as driving
slowly and not venturing out in bad weather.
The two general criteria being satisfied, insur-
ance against that risky event will tend to
increase the likelihood of the event’s taking
place. To illustrate, ask yourself if you would
drive more carefully if you did not have colli-
sion insurance for your car. If the answer is yes,
then moral hazard is at work.
Moral hazard can occur in many different
circumstances. For instance, moral hazard
means that fire insurance can increase fires,
mandatory safety belt laws can increase auto-
mobile accidents, and disability insurance
can lead to more people becoming disabled.4
Moral hazard does not necessarily mean
that people intentionally cause the insured-
against event to occur. It merely means that
people may take fewer precautions against
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that risk. Most insurance policies therefore
contain provisions designed to combat moral
hazard. Deductibles and copayments, for
instance, make the insured person share some
losses; other policies simply limit the types of
activities they will cover. In the absence of such
safeguards, however, moral hazard can gener-
ate considerable losses for insurers.
Origins of the S&L Crisis
The S&L crisis of the 1980s is a striking
example of the damage that moral hazard
can inflict. S&ls (also known as thrifts) are
deposit-taking financial institutions special-
izing in home mortgage loans. The kindly
manager, epitomized by Jimmy Stewart in It’s
a Wonderful Life, held families’ long-term sav-
ings while lending them money to purchase
homes. But beginning in the 1970s, both the
nature and the image of the industry began
to change. S&Ls suffered from interest rate
mismatches between their assets and liabili-
ties. They were paying substantially higher
interest rates to depositors than they were
earning from mortgage loans issued years
earlier. As a result, hundreds of institutions
were in danger of going under.5
There was little that could quickly alter
the underlying economic conditions, so state
and federal legislators faced an unattractive
choice: shut down failing S&Ls, at a substan-
tial cost to taxpayers, or help S&Ls become
more profitable and recover on their own.6
To their later regret, Congress and many state
governments chose the latter course, letting
S&Ls expand out of low-profit mortgage
loans into potentially more profitable—but
riskier—consumer and commercial loans,
leases, and other business activities.7
Congress also lowered capital requirements,
which cushion against losses and put a por-
tion of the owners’ own funds at risk. That
change kept otherwise insolvent S&Ls alive
and gave them additional capital to invest in
newly available business opportunities. The
government also allowed healthy S&Ls to
acquire insolvent institutions without recog-
nizing their losses on their balance sheets.
That created larger S&Ls whose assets con-
sisted partly of “supervisory goodwill” rather
than real financial resources.8
To protect consumers, in 1980 Congress
increased deposit insurance protection from
$40,000 to $100,000.9 As a result, govern-
ment soon bore an increased share of the
increased risks that S&Ls were taking. 
Moral Hazard in the 
S&L Crisis
The expansion of deposit insurance along
with reductions in capital requirements, lib-
eralization of lending policies, and general
laxity of regulatory oversight created what
Richard Herring, professor of finance at the
Wharton School, called “the classic example
of moral hazard.”10 S&L operators and their
customers reaped the gains from new invest-
ments while the government bore the costs
when investments failed.11 Consequently,
neither financial institutions nor their cus-
tomers felt compelled to monitor the risk of
the new business activities. The National
Commission on Financial Institution Reform,
Recovery and Enforcement recounted the
dangers in this situation:
There were huge potential gains avail-
able to S&L managers, unconcerned
with safety and soundness, who were
willing to grow rapidly into lucrative
but risky ventures. With little, if any,
of their own financial resources at
stake, operators had a license to use
insured deposits to engage in risky
ventures. This was not a matter of
having “no choice,” but it was a
rational pursuit of large potential
gains. The downside risk of opera-
tors’ investments had been national-
ized through [deposit insurance]
while the potential upside was in pri-
vate hands. It was perfectly rational to
pursue risk, not only to survive—but
also for the potential of enrichment.1 2
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Bank regulators, who were responsible for
monitoring institutions’ risk taking, often
encouraged S&Ls to take greater risks, since
increased returns were the only way to restore
the industry’s solvency.
For S&L regulators, says Bill Popejoy, a
California S&L executive in the 1980s, “it was
denial. It was ‘God, I hope this savings and
loan mess goes away.’”13 But opportunities
for profit coupled with protection from loss
did not make the problem go away. They
made it worse. By 1988 failing investments
pushed half of all S&Ls into or close to insol-
vency. The S&L cleanup shut down some 750
institutions and cost taxpayers as much as
five times the inflation-adjusted cost of bank
failures during the Great Depression of the
1930s.1 4
Contrary to public perceptions, the S&L
crisis was not primarily about crooked
bankers colluding with corrupt politicians.
The NCFIRRE report insisted that “it is
important to realize that fraud was not the
cause of the S&L debacle” and concluded
that criminal activity accounted for only 10
to 15 percent of total monetary losses.15 Cato
Institute adjunct scholar Bert Ely puts crimi-
nal losses as low as 3 percent.1 6 Instead, the
S&L crisis was the result of well-intentioned
politicians who thought they saw an easy way
out and bankers who accepted their generos-
ity, to the tune of hundreds of billions of tax-
payer dollars. NCFIRRE executive director
James L. Pierce declared: “The risk-takers,
high-flyers and crooks did not just descend
on the industry. They were attracted to it
unwittingly by government policy.”1 7
Social Security Faces Its
Own Insolvency
Like the S&L industry, Social Security is a
venerable American institution in trouble.
Americans still express support for Social
Security’s ideals, but few have confidence in its
future. Just as S&Ls suffered from high inter-
est rates, a changing demographic and eco-
nomic environment means that Social
Security’s pay-as-you-go financing faces multi-
trillion-dollar payroll tax shortfalls. By 2035,
the Social Security Administration predicts,
the program will be capable of paying less than
three-quarters of promised benefits.1 8
Awareness is growing that Social
Security’s future problems cannot be
addressed as past crises were—through bene-
fit cuts, tax hikes, or increases in the retire-
ment age. Those steps would further lower
Social Security’s already low rate of return to
retirees, making it a worse deal than it already
is. In his statement at the White House
Conference on Social Security on April 7,
1998, President Clinton recognized this new
thinking when he identified a low rate of
return as one of Social Security’s fundamen-
tal problems.1 9 At a July 20, 1998, town hall
meeting in Albuquerque, New Mexico,
Clinton suggested that a solution to Social
Security’s financing problems could lie in
“the higher return on investment” in private
capital markets.2 0
In his 1999 State of the Union Address,
President Clinton introduced a plan for a
government-appointed board to invest a por-
tion of current payroll taxes in stocks. The
Clinton plan met with robust opposition.
Federal Reserve Board chairman Alan
Greenspan criticized the proposal for creat-
ing the danger that politically motivated leg-
islators and “rent-seeking” special interests
would collude to channel investment toward
their own ends rather than those of the pub-
lic. “Even with Herculean efforts,” Greenspan
said, “I doubt if it would be feasible to insu-
late . . . the trust funds from political pres-
sures—direct and indirect—to allocate capital
to less than its most productive use.”2 1
Experience with state government pension
funds, which have divested some investments
for political reasons while making others to
benefit local industries, lends credence to
those fears.2 2 In March 1999 the Senate
passed by a vote of 99–0 a resolution oppos-
ing any government-directed investment of
Social Security funds.2 3
In contrast, many reformers propose that
individuals, rather than government, do the
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investing. Personal retirement accounts,
through which individuals invest part or all
of their payroll taxes in stocks, bonds, or
other assets, would increase Social Security’s
rate of return. And since individuals would
control their own assets and invest toward
their own financial goals, personal accounts
would avoid the political risks of government
investment. Nevertheless, personal accounts
have not gone without criticism. 
Opponents of personal accounts contend
that they “expose individuals to a variety of
risks, any one of which can shrink their retire-
ment benefits and a combination of which
can nearly wipe them out.”2 4The true risks of
investments in stocks and bonds have been
overstated by opponents of personal
accounts.2 5 Nevertheless, the perception of
risk has made personal accounts more diffi-
cult to sell politically. 
A second problem is that personal
accounts’ higher returns would not, by them-
selves, eliminate the need for tax increases or
benefit cuts. If the diversion of payroll taxes
to personal accounts reduced benefits on a
proportional basis, the future gap between
Social Security’s payroll tax assets and its
benefit liabilities would remain constant. To
illustrate, imagine a reform plan under which
2 percent of wages were diverted to a person-
al account and future benefits were reduced
proportionately. In the future, tax revenues
and benefit payments would be reduced by
the same amount, so the difference between
them—and the need for tax increases or ben-
efit cuts to close the gap—would not be
changed.2 6
The Archer-Shaw plan attempts to satisfy
objections to both government investing and
personal accounts while capturing the
increased rates of return on market invest-
ment to bolster Social Security’s finances: 
Our plan is designed to be politically
feasible. Realizing that Social
Security reform cannot happen with-
out bipartisan support, we are offer-
ing a plan that builds on areas of
bipartisan consensus and bridges the
gaps between ideological differences.
The plan fully maintains the current
safety net and fully shields individu-
als and their benefits from market
risk. However, it creates individual
accounts so that benefits can be
funded in advance with real savings.2 7
Archer and Shaw’s political compromise has
the potential to create moral hazard, which
led to billions of dollars in losses during the
S&L crisis. 
The Archer-Shaw Proposal
To avert the politicization of capital mar-
kets, Archer declares that, “as a matter of
principle, Uncle Sam should not be making
private investment decisions for you.”2 8
Instead, Archer and Shaw propose that the
government deposit 2 percent of workers’
wages subject to payroll taxes in personal
accounts controlled by the workers.29 The
worker would invest those deposits in one of
more than 50 competing private stock and
bond investment funds,3 0 where they would
build value over time. 
The defining feature of the Archer-Shaw
plan is its “clawback.” When a worker reach-
es retirement, he returns his account balance
to the government. The government uses
those funds to pay the worker the full bene-
fits to which he is entitled under current law.
The higher returns from personal accounts
are clawed back into Social Security, provid-
ing funds so the program can continue to pay
full benefits without increased taxes. 
Archer-Shaw’s clawback accomplishes two
goals. First, it integrates personal accounts
into Social Security’s guaranteed defined-
benefit structure. The worker receives his full
Social Security benefit even if his account’s
investments perform poorly, thereby shifting
market risk from individuals to the govern-
ment. If an account loses money, the govern-
ment rather than the worker absorbs the loss.
Maintaining Social Security’s traditional
benefit guarantee might placate those who
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oppose personal accounts because of market
risk, however slight that risk might be in
practice. 
Second, by capturing the higher returns
from personal retirement accounts, Archer-
Shaw’s clawback minimizes the need for tax
increases or benefit cuts. Unlike a proposal
that reduces future benefit payments by the
amount going into the account, Archer-
Shaw’s clawback reduces traditional benefit
payments by the amount that comes out of
the account after it has been invested in high-
er-yielding stocks and bonds. The larger the
account balance, the smaller the amount that
Social Security must pay out of its own
funds. The clawback enables Archer and
Shaw to boast of “saving and strengthening
Social Security without raising taxes or cut-
ting benefits.”31
However, there is one important excep-
tion to the clawback. If a worker’s personal
account balance grows large enough to pay
benefits higher than those promised by
Social Security, the worker may be able to
convert his account to an annuity3 2 rather
than receive his standard benefits from
Social Security.33 This provision could attract
support from those who favor personal
accounts because of the potential for
increased retirement incomes, since workers
could see gains from personal accounts with-
out being subject to the losses. This provi-
sion, we will see, is a central weakness of the
Archer-Shaw proposal.
Moral Hazard in
Archer-Shaw
If the market falls, workers are protected,
but if the market does very well, workers
receive extra benefits. All this sounds almost
too good to be true. It is. Enter moral hazard.
To find moral hazard in Archer-Shaw, we
need merely look at how rational individuals
would treat the investments in their personal
accounts.
People invest to make money. Indeed,
the efficiency of private markets is
premised on the idea that self-interest dri-
ves individuals to allocate capital in the
most profitable, and hence the most pro-
ductive, manner. Consequently, we must
assume that workers will seek to do as well
for themselves as possible.
In practice, workers would search out
investments with rates of return high
enough to provide extra benefits at retire-
ment. Let us call this rate the “bonus
return”: if the return on a worker’s account
averaged at least this rate, the worker would
receive additional benefits. 
Reflecting his opposition to government
investment, Archer says that, “if there is to be
investment in the markets, it must be under
the control of individuals, free to make up
their own minds.”34 To that end, Archer-
Shaw allows workers to choose among at
least 50 competing investment options. But
how would investment providers attract cus-
tomers? Administrative fees for Archer-
Shaw’s accounts are capped at 0.25 percent of
assets, so investment companies could not
afford to offer extensive services even if work-
ers desired them. 
In truth, there is one and only one area in
which the investment companies would com-
pete: the bonus return that brings extra ben-
efits. Nothing else matters, because nothing
else affects the benefits a worker will receive
at retirement. Just as depositors were drawn
to S&Ls offering higher interest rates on
deposits, workers will be drawn to invest-
ment companies promising to achieve the
bonus return. To attract business, investment
companies will offer investments that have
the best chance, however small, of reaching
that level. 
But what would the bonus return be? And
would attempts to reach it cause losses?
There is no definitive answer to those ques-
tions. Older workers, with less time to build
an account balance, would have to earn a
higher rate of return. Men would need to
earn a somewhat lower rate of return than
women would, because they have shorter life
expectancies and can purchase annuities at a
lower price. 
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Let us use one example to get a rough idea.
The Social Security Administration recently
released a new benefit statement estimating
the retirement benefits an individual would
be entitled to receive. SSA uses the example of
“Wanda Worker,” a female born in 1960 who
earns $30,364 annually. Assuming her
income continues unchanged, at age 67 she
would be entitled to $1,096 per month.35 So,
for Wanda to receive extra benefits under
Archer-Shaw, her personal account would
need to provide the money needed to pur-
chase an annuity that paid at least $1,096 per
month. 
In 1995 the average monthly benefit from
a joint-and-survivor annuity, which provides
spousal protections roughly equivalent to
those of Social Security, was $6.48 per $1,000
of premium costs.3 6That is to say, a $100,000
lump sum payment at age 65 could purchase
an annuity paying $648 per month for life.37
An annuity paying Wanda’s estimated retire-
ment benefit of $1,096 per month would cost
$169,136. To receive extra benefits, therefore,
Wanda would need to retire with an account
balance in excess of $169,136. Assuming
Archer-Shaw took effect in 2000, she would
have 27 years in which to amass that sum. To
save $169,136 with an account funded with 2
percent of Wanda’s wages would require a
real annual return of 13.7 percent.
Despite extraordinary market perfor-
mance in recent years, it is unlikely that
Wanda could achieve this bonus return
through ordinary stock index funds or bal-
anced mutual funds. Stock returns have aver-
aged 7 percent since 1802 and 7.5 percent
since 1946.3 8The highest average return over
20 years for the stock market as a whole has
been only 12.6 percent; over 30 years, it drops
to 10.6 percent.3 9 Past market performance
indicates that the bonus return for most
workers under the Archer-Shaw plan is so
high that the Heritage Foundation’s Daniel J.
Mitchell predicts that “the number of work-
ers with excess funds will be zero.”4 0
But that’s not the end of the story. In fact,
it’s only the beginning. The fact that most
workers won’t achieve the bonus return does
not mean that they won’t try. And why
shouldn’t they? Archer and Shaw boast that
the plan’s benefit guarantee “enables us to
shield individuals and their benefits from
market risk . . . all risk is borne by the government,
not the individual.”4 1Like bank customers dur-
ing the S&L crisis, workers under Archer-
Shaw would have everything to gain and
nothing to lose. 
Under Archer-Shaw rational workers
would invest with the sole aim of earning very
high rates of return, however unlikely that
might be. A financial adviser, if acting on his
fiduciary oath to “act in good faith and in the
best interests of the client,”42 would recom-
mend that course. Because of Archer-Shaw’s
perverse incentives, resources “under the con-
trol of individuals, free to make up their own
minds” would flow toward volatile invest-
ments such as Internet and technology
stocks, emerging markets, and the like rather
than toward broad-based mutual funds.
Volatile investments would likely produce
either higher gains or higher losses than
would balanced funds. As with S&Ls during
the 1980s, the gains would flow to investors
while Uncle Sam—and consequently
American taxpayers—would pick up the tab
for any losses.
It is hard to say with precision how big
those losses could be. The Archer-Shaw plan
assumes that personal accounts will return a
real average of 5.6 percent annually (not
including management fees, capped at 0.25
percent). If that rate of return were main-
tained, Social Security’s long-term deficit
would be eliminated and payroll tax rates
could gradually be reduced beginning in
2040. Archer-Shaw’s “break-even” return (at
which Social Security’s long-term deficit is
eliminated but payroll tax rates cannot be
reduced over the long term) is one percentage
point lower, at 4.6 percent annually.43 If even
20 percent of Archer-Shaw’s personal
accounts reaped 0 percent returns (meaning
that they neither gained nor lost value),
Archer-Shaw would fail to meet its basic
financial goals.4 4 Should the number of
underperforming accounts increase and the
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size of losses grow larger, taxpayers could face
financing problems far greater than those
currently posed by Social Security.
To hope that risky investment and account
losses would not arise because workers under
the Archer-Shaw plan would not act in their
own best interests is akin to S&L regulators in
the 1980s hoping the problem would “just go
away.” The NCFIRRE’s Pierce said of the S&L
crisis, “There was a perverse incentive to gam-
ble—heads you win, and tails, the taxpayer will
pay the loss.”45Archer-Shaw’s incentive struc-
ture is no different. 
A Return to Government
Investing
The Archer-Shaw plan appears to implicit-
ly recognize its moral hazard problem and
attempts to address it. But in doing so,
Archer-Shaw retreats toward the govern-
ment-directed investing of the Clinton
administration’s proposal and threatens to
recreate the very “political risk” it was
designed to avoid.
Archer-Shaw contains three requirements
designed to manage investment risk. First,
the personal accounts in Archer-Shaw must
be invested 60 percent in stocks and 40 per-
cent in corporate bonds. But a mixed portfo-
lio would by itself do little to control risk tak-
ing. What would prevent a fund made up of
60 percent Internet stocks and 40 percent
junk bonds?46 In fact, a mixed-portfolio
requirement could even aggravate risk, since
workers seeking to achieve the bonus return
would compensate for lower bond yields by
choosing higher-yielding—and therefore
riskier—stocks. 
Second, workers are required to invest in
index funds, which have a reputation for safe-
ty and stability.4 7The assumption that index
funds are inherently low risk reveals a misun-
derstanding of indexing, which simply
means buying all of the stocks or bonds in
the chosen class rather than actively predict-
ing winners and losers. The stability of an
index fund is wholly dependent on its under-
lying assets, such as the S&P 500 index that
underlay the original Vanguard index fund.
Today there are index funds for a dizzying
array of investment indices: from precious
metals, to the gas industry, to a Malaysian
index (three-year return: negative 40 percent),
to the “death-care” industry of funeral homes
and burials, to a fund investing only in stock
car racing. 
More to the point, some index funds are
explicitly geared toward increased volatility
and risk, which is precisely what a rational
investor under Archer-Shaw would seek. For
instance, the Potomac Dow 30 Plus Fund
and the Potomac Internet Plus Fund track
the Dow Jones industrial average and the
Dow Jones composite internet index, respec-
tively. By entering into futures contracts and
options, those funds seek “to produce daily
results that correspond to 125% of the per-
formance, either positive or negative,” of the
respective index.4 8 This type of enhanced
volatility index, or one producing even high-
er risk, is the sort of fund one would expect to
see under Archer-Shaw.
Third, workers are restricted to only “pre-
approved, low-risk, investment options.”4 9 But
since workers under Archer-Shaw would have
every incentive to seek out high-risk invest-
ment products, and investment companies
would have every incentive to provide them,
ordinary regulatory guidelines like those
applied to individual retirement accounts
(IRAs) and employer-provided 401(k) plans
would be insufficient to curtail risk taking.
For instance, under so-called self-directed
IRAs, individuals can invest in individual
stocks as well as assets such as precious met-
als, real estate, limited partnerships, and viat-
ic settlements (the purchase of the life insur-
ance policy of a terminally ill patient). In fact,
there is little to prevent an individual from
“day trading” with his IRA account.
Even the more restrictive rules on 401(k)
offerings would not limit risk taking if
applied to the Archer-Shaw plan.5 0 In prac-
tice, employers restrict the aggressiveness of
the investment options they offer through
401(k) plans because of the employer’s fidu-
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ciary responsibility to employees participat-
ing in the plan, which can result in the
employer’s sharing in an employee’s invest-
ment losses if the investment options provid-
ed are not “prudent.”5 1 In other words, mar-
ket discipline—imposed on both the employ-
ee-investor and the employer—dictates the
risk of the investment options offered and
accepted, not specific regulations of the law
itself.
For those reasons, Archer-Shaw’s invest-
ment approval process, overseen by a new
Social Security Guarantee Board, would have
to go far beyond the basic regulations and
consumer disclosure associated with IRA and
401(k) investment programs. It could easily
extend to the point of regulating the returns
on individual accounts.5 2
Archer-Shaw’s approval process therefore
presents a threat similar to the one posed by
President Clinton’s plan for direct govern-
ment investment controlled by a board of
impartial investment advisers. Greenspan’s
objection to government-directed investment
is that it inevitably invites political pressure
that distorts capital markets and risks tax-
payer losses. Archer and Shaw explicitly reject
government investment of Social Security
funds, yet Archer-Shaw’s investment
approval process could allow effective gov-
ernment control over ostensibly private
investment decisions.5 3
It is worth noting that, even if Archer-
Shaw’s approval process could effectively
curb risky investment while avoiding politi-
cal influence, it would be self-defeating.
“Safe” investment would practically elimi-
nate the possibility of workers receiving extra
benefits, which Archer and Shaw have pro-
moted as an advantage of their plan. Workers
without the chance to profit by their invest-
ments lack any incentive to monitor the per-
formance of those investments. Hence,
returns on such investments would likely be
below market averages, possibly leading to a
future revenue shortfall. (Recall that account
returns of one percentage point or more
below market averages would render Archer-
Shaw non-self-financing.)5 4Moreover, persis-
tent market underperformance is indicative
of the misallocation of capital, which would
reduce the ancillary economic benefits of pri-
vate investment that Archer and Shaw have
touted.55
Archer-Shaw presents a choice between two
evils: moral hazard on one hand and de facto
government investment on the other. If, under
Archer-Shaw, individuals cannot be allowed to
choose their own investments, then govern-
ment-controlled investment—and the corrup-
tion, government influence on capital mar-
kets, and taxpayer losses that potentially
accompany it—is the only alternative. 
What Separates Archer-Shaw’s
Moral Hazard from That of 
Other Plans?
In defense of Archer-Shaw, it could be said
that any Social Security plan incorporating
personal accounts in conjunction with a
guaranteed minimum benefit creates an ele-
ment of moral hazard. For instance, Joseph J.
Cordes and C. Eugene Steuerle of the Urban
Institute warn:
Privatization proposals that would
allow individuals to “keep” gains
from private accounts in good times
but require the government to main-
tain a floor in bad times would
encourage individuals to take exces-
sive risk. The consequences to the
government would be similar to
those when the savings and loan
financial sector essentially went
bankrupt.5 6
But there are two possible modifications
to Archer-Shaw that would allow personal
accounts to be combined with a guaranteed
minimum benefit without creating moral
hazard.
The first change is to replace Archer-
Shaw’s combination of a 100 percent claw-
back and bonus benefits with a clawback of
less than 100 percent, which would pay extra
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benefits to all workers regardless of the
returns on their personal accounts. The sec-
ond is to retain Archer-Shaw’s basic benefit
structure but increase the size of the person-
al account so that the bonus return need not
be so high. Neither would fix the more gener-
al flaws in the Archer-Shaw approach, but
both would ameliorate Archer-Shaw’s moral
hazard problem.5 7
The first modification is found in a plan
proposed by Harvard economist Martin
Feldstein.5 8 His plan, which introduced the
clawback approach, is the base on which
Archer-Shaw is constructed. Like Archer-Shaw,
the Feldstein plan contains personal accounts
(2.3 percent of wages) with a guarantee that no
one will receive less than promised under cur-
rent law. But instead of clawing back 100 per-
cent of the personal account (coupled with
additional benefits for those reaching the
bonus return), the Feldstein plan has a 75 per-
cent clawback. Seventy-five percent of the per-
sonal account would help fund promised
Social Security benefits, while the other 25 per-
cent would be additional retirement income.
For instance, an individual entitled to $1,300
per month from Social Security and holding
an account capable of paying $800 per month
would receive a total monthly retirement
income of $1,500. Three-quarters of his
account would help fund his promised benefit,
while an extra $200 would derive from the 25
percent remaining.
That would combat moral hazard by giv-
ing workers a personal stake in the success or
failure of their accounts. In contrast to
Archer-Shaw, a worker under the Feldstein
plan would not have to earn astronomical
rates of return to reap higher benefits upon
retirement. Twenty-five percent of the per-
sonal account is his to keep, regardless of the
total size of his account. Likewise, unlike
Archer-Shaw, under which investment losses
would not affect a worker’s retirement
income, the Feldstein plan makes the worker
share in losses as well as gains. If the account
performed poorly or lost money, the worker
would receive less extra income at retirement.
For those reasons, workers would be likely to
manage their accounts no differently than
they would ordinary investments, with an eye
to maximizing returns and minimizing risks.
For instance, a worker making a constant
$29,000 a year throughout his life and receiv-
ing the stock market average of 7 percent
annually for 45 years would add $341 to his
monthly retirement income (at average annu-
ity prices) under the Feldstein plan. If that
individual’s account returned only 2 percent,
his extra retirement income would amount
to only $78 per month. Just as capital
requirements for financial institutions cause
operators to put their own money at risk,
thereby sharing in the gains or losses of their
institution’s investments, so a limited claw-
back such as the one in Feldstein’s plan
would ensure that workers’ investment deci-
sions directly affected their retirement
incomes.
That is not to say that the Feldstein plan
has no potential for moral hazard. Clearly, a
100 percent clawback like Archer-Shaw’s pro-
duces moral hazard. Just as clearly, a 0 per-
cent clawback, in which the individual reaps
all gains and suffers all losses, would not pro-
duce moral hazard. When the clawback lies
between 0 and 100 percent, the level of moral
hazard will differ from person to person.
Some observers have suggested that the claw-
back must fall below Feldstein’s 75 percent
before moral hazard is quashed.5 9Yet it seems
clear that workers with a true stake in the per-
formance of their accounts—one that can
make a difference in retirement income of
hundreds of dollars per month—will make
more thoughtful investment decisions than
they would if no such stake existed.
An important additional consideration
is the size of the personal accounts. Since
Archer-Shaw’s personal accounts contain
only 2 percent of wages, out of total payroll
taxes of 12.4 percent, accounts must receive
a very high rate of return in order to pro-
duce higher benefits than those promised
by Social Security. If the percentage of
wages deposited in the accounts grew, how-
ever, the bonus return needed to receive
extra benefits would fall. 
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Let us return to Wanda Worker, the 40-
year-old who would need to earn 13.7 percent
on her 2 percent personal account in order to
receive extra benefits. If, however, the account
were funded with 5 percent of wages, the
bonus return would be 8.9 percent, still high
by historical standards. With personal
accounts funded with 10.6 percent of wages
(the amount allotted to the Old Age and
Survivors portion of Social Security), the
bonus return would be only 4.5 percent
annually. If Wanda could save 10.6 percent of
her wages for a full 45 years, the bonus return
would fall to 0.7 percent.6 0 With larger per-
sonal accounts, the prospect of receiving
increased benefits is much higher. Workers
have a greater stake in the responsible man-
agement of their accounts and reduced
incentives to take large investment risks. 
The disadvantage of both of those
approaches from a political point of view is
that they require more money up-front.
The 75 percent clawback under the
Feldstein plan deprives Social Security of 25
percent of the account’s balance, leaving
Social Security short by 0.6 percent of
wages.6 1Likewise, a personal account fund-
ed with 10.6 percent of wages would create
an immediate funding deficit. That “lost”
money would have to be made up through
tax increases, benefit cuts, or reductions in
other government spending, steps that
Archer and Shaw take pride in not requir-
ing. Archer proudly touts the “corner-
stones” of their plan: “It does NOT cut ben-
efits, it does NOT raise taxes, but it DOES
SAVE SOCIAL SECURITY.”6 2
Moreover, neither the Feldstein plan nor a
modified Archer-Shaw with larger personal
accounts is perfect, even if they avoid Archer-
Shaw’s moral hazard problem. Like Archer-
Shaw, they give workers no property right in
their personal accounts and tap large
amounts of general revenue. But the presence
of moral hazard in Archer-Shaw transforms
an approach that is less than perfect to one
that is unacceptably risky.
An investor who suffers losses along with
gains will rationally seek the maximum
expected return on his investments, that is,
the combination of risk and return that will
reap the largest long-term gains. When an
investor does not suffer losses and must reap
large gains to see any personal benefit, as
under Archer-Shaw, he will seek out the max-
imum potential return on his investments
regardless of risk. To avoid moral hazard, a
Social Security reform plan incorporating
personal retirement accounts must give
workers a stake in both the gains and the
losses of the accounts under their control.
Archer-Shaw fails to do so.
Conclusion
The Archer-Shaw Social Security proposal
attempts to safeguard a program facing
structural problems as serious as those that
confronted the S&L industry in the early
1980s. Social Security, as did the S&Ls, faces
insolvency as a result of a changing econom-
ic environment. But Archer-Shaw seems not
to reflect the lessons of the disastrous S&L
resuscitation plans. Archer-Shaw is caught
between the Scylla of government-directed
investment, which risks political interference
and financial losses, and the Charybdis of
market risk, which many people deem too
dangerous for workers to manage. Archer-
Shaw collides with moral hazard, the incen-
tive structure at the root of the mammoth
financial losses suffered in the U.S. S&L crisis
of the 1980s and early 1990s.
As Arthur J. Rolnick notes, an important
lesson of the S&L episode is: “Despite a host
of regulatory agencies and well-intentioned
bank regulators, the regulatory system failed
to contain the moral hazard induced by 100
percent deposit insurance. . . . While ways
may be found to improve the regulatory sys-
tem, they are all likely to fail without the aid
of market discipline.”6 3Archer-Shaw protects
personal accounts from losses but allows
gains only through highly risky investments.
That lack of true market discipline creates a
moral hazard problem every bit as acute as
that of the S&L industry. 
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